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Abstract
LU-factorization has been an original motivation for the development of Semi-Separability (semi-
separable systems of equations are sometimes called “quasi-separable”) theory, to reduce the computational
complexity of matrix inversion. In the case of infinitely indexed matrices, it got side-tracked in favor of
numerically more stable methods based on orthogonal transformations and structural “canonical forms”,
in particular external (coprime) and outer–inner factorizations. This paper shows how these factorizations
lead to what the author believes are new, closed and canonical expressions for the L and U factors, related
existence theorems and a factorization algorithm for the case where the original system is invertible and the
factors are required to have inverses of the same type themselves. The resulting algorithm is independent
of the existence of the solution and has, in addition, the very nice property that it only uses orthogonal
transformations. It succeeds in computing the subsequent partial Schur complements (the pivots) in a stable
numerical way.
c⃝ 2012 Royal Dutch Mathematical Society (KWG). Published by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Our topic of interest in this paper is the class of (infinitely indexed) matrix semi-separable
systems, or, in the system-theoretic setting, discrete time, time-varying systems (sometimes
also called “quasi-separable systems”, or “systems with low rank Hankel operators”.). Attention
to this type of systems goes back to the time where Fredholm and Volterra equations were
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defined and studied, but their importance for matrix calculus and linear algebra was recognized
and originally developed by Gohberg et al. [18], and may be viewed as one component in the
extensive work Israel Gohberg accomplished on various aspects of matrix calculus as it applies
to what has come to be known as “structured matrices”, i.e. matrices exhibiting a variety of
structural patterns. One of these patterns is semi-separability, defined here as block matrices
whose upper and lower parts have low dimensional system representations (see further for a
precise definition). Such a structural pattern is often easy to establish and reflects a lot of the
properties of the matrix, especially when the matrix has infinite dimensions, the general case I
assume here. In this paper I concentrate on LU -factorization theory in the context of infinitely-
indexed systems. The main tool I use are “canonical forms”, originally defined in [10], which I
summarize in the next section.
LU -factorization has a very long history, going back to Gauss (Gaussian elimination), and
then was refined and considered in various circumstances by many mathematicians and numerical
analysts. I got to know it at first as the “Crout–Doolittle” method when I worked as a student with
the astronomer and Jesuit Father Florian Bertiau, inverting systems of equations with a calculator,
by filling out an LU -tableau, starting from the entries in the original matrix. This was a run of the
mill procedure because of its transparency and simplicity, so long as the so called “pivots” were
sufficiently large in magnitude. In a regular n × n matrix, the kth pivot is defined as the Schur
complement of the (k − 1)× (k − 1) main sub matrix in the k × k main sub matrix. Annoyance
starts when the pivot is zero (or small), because then the strict LU -factorization does not (really)
exist (as is already the case with the matrix

0 1
1 0

). The situation, at least for matrix inversion,
is saved by what computing people call “pivoting”, that is changing the order of the rows (and
columns for numerical stability as well), but in a hand computing scheme this is not the most
pleasant thing to do. LU -factorization has some other numerical disadvantages (related to pivots
and back substitution), its numerical stability for matrix inversion is not optimal. With the advent
of computers, numerically more stable methods came up based on orthogonal transformations
rather than elimination, the workhorses being the so called Q R- or L Q-factorizations, which
transform a matrix to a (canonical) echelon form, or even the SVD. Such methods go back
to Jacobi and are easy to program, even on parallel machines. However, the L- and U -factors
in an LU -factorization do have independent meaning (as will become clear when we discuss
generalizations), and there is a need for their properties and means to compute them.
It is not my purpose to give a history of LU -factorization nor Semi-Separability here, given
the many contributions and immense literature. I suffice with acknowledging the contributions
that have directly inspired this work. I already mentioned the seminal paper of Gohberg, Kailath
and Koltracht. Another “early bird” was an efficient algorithm by Dym and Gohberg to find band
inverses of a partially defined matrix (defined on the same band) [13]. A new breakthrough came
with the development of time-varying system theory, and how system theoretic factorizations
generalize orthogonal transformations. The generalization of the Q R method to infinite systems
of equations was first presented in [25] and then further elaborated and refined in [10]. In the
wake of these early efforts came many further developments and large scale exploitations of the
possibilities provided by the semi-separable structure, most notably in the work of Eidelman
and Gohberg [14–16], Gohberg, Kaashoek and collaborators [17], Chandrasekaran, Gu and their
students [5]. The extensive use of orthogonal transformations (and in their more general form
inner–outer factorizations) somehow sidetracked the interest in strict LU -factorization itself.
Other directions were tried as well. Attempts to generalize the square-root algorithm as used
in the Kalman filter [6,11] were in an important sense unsatisfactory, as they made the use
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of (in principle numerically unstable) hyperbolic transformations necessary. It also lead to the
belief (at least in my case), that this situation was unavoidable, even when the transformation
is stabilized numerically as much as possible, as in [6]. My interest in LU -factorization was
recently resurrected by work of Strang [23] and the authors cited by him, who squarely attack
the problem of the existence of a factorization in the case of a doubly infinite system of linear
equations. Strang concentrates his interest on the banded case, but as banded matrices are a
special instance of semi-separable matrices, there is actually no direct reason to limit oneself to
banded. Another important and related track, actually started by Gohberg, is the investigation
of “dichotomy”, see for a treatment in a context that is related to semi-separability, the work
of Ben-Artzi et al. [3,4]. In the present paper I propose what I believe is a new approach, also
based on the square-root algorithm, but in a different setting that consistently uses orthogonal
transformations, thereby avoiding the problems introduced by the use of pivots or hyperbolic
transformation. See the last section for a few more considerations on the relative merits of the
new method.
All matrices considered in this paper are in principle infinite dimensional block matrices
whose blocks are finite dimensional (an originally finite dimensional block matrix can also be
thought embedded in an infinite dimensional one, by the addition of dummy rows and columns).
A matrix T has block entries Ti, j of dimension ni × mj with ni and mj natural numbers or zero
(zero for a dummy entry), all entries in column j respect. Row i having the same dimension m j ,
respect. ni . T may be thought of as mapping a (column) input vector u = col[· · · u−1, u0 ,u1 · · ·]
to a (column) output vector y = col[· · · y−1, y0 , y1 · · ·] =  j Ti, j u j , with some conditions
necessary to insure convergence (and obvious definition of the col[·] constructor). In our case we
shall assume a Hilbert space situation, the input space of vectors on which the matrix acts being
ℓM2 of quadratically convergent series of (column) vectors with entries inM = ⊕∞j=−∞ Cm j and
the natural Euclidean inner products on the Cm j . We assume T to be a bounded operator between
these spaces. In many cases the situation will just be in real arithmetic, and one replaces C by
R then. A special T is the causal shift Z defined as [Zu]i = ui−1. When acting on T as T Z ,
all the block-columns of T are being shifted one notch to the left, the column indices are merely
shifted, keeping the row indices. The adjoint Z ′, when applied to the left of T , will shift all the
block-rows one notch up. The operation Z ′T Z then shifts all block entries upwards along the
main diagonals and will be distinguished by a special notation, we write T ⟨−1⟩ := Z ′T Z , and
for the opposite operation T ⟨+1⟩ := Z T Z ′. As is now becoming usage in discrete time-varying
system theory, we allow rows and/or columns to disappear, and use some notation for this. A
one-row, no column matrix has dimensions 1×0 and is indicated by a vertical dash (|). Similarly
a no-row, one-column matrix is indicated by a horizontal dash (−), a 0 × 0 matrix by a dot (·).
These new (pretty trivial) elements do need a few more matrix multiplication rules (with ∗ for
multiplication): |∗− = 0 and−∗| = ·, as well as−∗[a] = − and [a]∗ | = | with a any number.
Dimensional consistency must always remain valid, and for orientation purposes, we distinguish
the 0, 0 central block in an operator T with a surrounding square: T0,0 .
We use generally the accent for the Hermitian adjoint: [T ′]i, j := T ′j,i , where the latter is
the Hermitian conjugate of the block entry Ti, j . Very important in the subsequent theory is the
decomposition of a matrix into a lower and an upper part, and the properties of the corresponding
spaces. For starters, we define the Hilbert–Schmidt space XM2 := ⊕∞−∞ ℓM2 , i.e. the direct sum
of an infinite stack of copies of ℓM2 endowed with a global Hilbert space inner product. T can be
thought of mapping XM2 → XN2 , just by stacking an infinite indexed number of input series and
accounting for the outputs individually, one per index point. We may now consider, at each index
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points i , a series that runs from −∞ to and including i and is zero from i + 1 on. When we stack
these, we obtain components of a subspace UM2 of XM2 , consisting of “past to present” series
for each index point i , which, again, we have endowed with the natural Hilbert–Schmidt inner
product. Likewise and dually, LM2 ⊂ XM2 is a Hilbert–Schmidt space of sequences starting, for
each index point i , at i and going on to+∞. Diagonals belong then toDM2 = UM2 ∩LM2 . For T
the situation is more complicated, because its upper or lower part do not have to be bounded, even
when T itself is. This being as it may, we shall put extra assumptions on the upper and lower
parts (see later), here let the following suffice. We say that T is a lower or causal operator, if
Ti, j = 0 for i < j (we shall mostly assume boundedness), the dual case is upper or anti-causal.
We write T ∈ L when T is bounded and lower (causal), T ∈ U when it is bounded and upper
(anti-causal).
2. Preliminaries
A causal (lower) operator T is said to be semi-separable if it possesses a realization, i.e. if,
for all admissible inputs (i.e. inputs in ℓM2 ), there exists an ℓ2 sequence of data x = [xi ] (called
the sequence of states), and for each index point i (finite) matrices Ai , Bi ,Ci , Di such that the
input to output map of T is defined by the state equations
xi+1 = Ai xi + Bi ui
yi = Ci xi + Di ui . (1)
In this expression, Di is called the instantaneous term, because it connects the output at index
point i directly to the input at that index point, while Ai is called the state transition matrix
because it gives the evolution of the state at each index point, when the local input ui is zero.
The state as defined here is easily recognized as the relevant content of the computer memory
at the given index point. Similarly, an anti-causal system will be semi-separable if it possesses a
realization of the form
xi−1 = Ai xi + Bi ui
yi = Ci xi + Di ui (2)
(these conventions always take xi as the incoming state at stage i . They have the advantage that
causal and anti-causal are fully isomorphic including the indexing convention. In the literature
one finds a variety of other conventions!).
It is convenient, when T is causal semi-separable, to collect the indexed realization matrices
into diagonal operators, e.g. A = diag[· · · , A−1, A0 , A1 · · ·], and then the input–output map
of the system can be represented as T = D + C(I − Z A)−1 Z B, provided these operators have
meaning. We request the (block diagonal) operators A, B,C, D to be bounded individually, and
concerning (I − AZ)−1 an extra assumption on A is necessary for the inverse to make sense.
One way is simply to interpret
(I − Z A)−1 =
∞
k=0
(Z A)k (3)
as a unilateral formal series acting on restricted inputs, but in our Hilbert-Space setting the
common strategy is to assume that Z A has spectral radius strictly less than one (i.e. σ(Z A) =
lim supk→∞ ∥(Z A)k∥1/k < 1), in which case we say that A is uniformly exponentially stable or
u.e.s. and the Neumann series (3) converges in norm. Surely, when A, B,C, D are bounded and
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A is in addition u.e.s. then the resulting T is bounded. For an anti-causal system things work the
same way, now with Z ′ replacing Z .
To show the existence of a (bounded and u.e.s.) realization, so called realization theory is
needed. When we dispose of a realization for an operator T (whether causal or anti-causal) we
write shorthand
T ∼

A B
C D

∼ diag

. . . ,

A−1 B−1
C−1 D−1

,

A0 B0
C0 D0

,

A1 B1
C1 D1

, . . .

. (4)
(In the second expression, local blocks are brought together in the transition matrices
Ai Bi
Ci Di

, and then assembled in an overall block diagonal matrix in which each entry is a block of
four blocks. The two representations are connected via an appropriate reordering (permutation)
of rows and columns. The usage is to be derived from the context. Although possible, we do not
want to burden notations with precise indications of the constructors.)
Realization theory is based on the properties of the Hankel operator, i.e. for lower or causal
systems and with ΠLN2 the projection on L
N
2 , the map
HT : UM2 Z ′ → LN2 : ΠLN2 T u|UM2 Z ′ (5)
i.e. a function that maps strictly past inputs to present and future outputs at each index point
i . A semi-separable system is characterized by the fact that the Hankel operator factors into a
reachability operator and an observability operator: HT = O · R, with R mapping strict past
inputs to the state (represented in diagonal form, the i th input sequence generating the state at
index i , all states belonging to the subsequent stacked input series being collected in one square-
integrable diagonal), andO mapping the state to present and future outputs (for more explanation
see [10, p. 342]):
R = · · · A⟨1⟩A⟨2⟩B⟨3⟩ A⟨1⟩B⟨2⟩ B⟨1⟩
O =

C
C ⟨−1⟩A
C ⟨−2⟩A⟨−1⟩A
...
 . (6)
To each such factorization corresponds a realization, one obtains minimal realizations when also
minimal factorizations are used (i.e. bases are chosen for range and co-range, or, if you want,
respect. for the column-space and the row space). Finding factorizations corresponds to finding
column and/or row-bases for the individual Hankel maps at each index point i :
HT i :=
· · · Ti,i−2 Ti,i−1· · · Ti+1,i−2 Ti+1,i−1
. . .
...
...

:= OiRi :=

Ci
Ci+1 Ai
Ci+2 Ai+1 Ai
...
· · · Ai−1 Ai−2 Bi−3 Ai−1 Bi−2 Bi−1 . (7)
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When an orthonormal basis is chosen for the rows of each HT i , then a realization will follow that
is in input normal form, i.e. for which each reachability pair Ai , Bi satisfies Ai A′i + Bi B ′i = I .
Dually, when a column orthonormal basis is chosen, then a realization follows with observability
pair Ai ,Ci that satisfies A′i Ai + C ′i Ci = I . Realizations are not unique, any (minimal)
factorization of the local Hankel map will result in a (minimal) realization. Minimal realizations
relate through a local state transformation via an invertible matrix Ri , e.g. defined by xˆi = R−1i xi :
Aˆi Bˆi
Cˆi Di

:=

R−1i+1 Ai Ri R
−1
i+1 Bi
Ci Ri Di

. (8)
Since we are dealing here with non-finitely indexed systems, we shall only keep boundedness
of the individual state operators {A, B,C, D} when we request that state transformations are
restricted to uniformly bounded and uniformly boundedly invertible R := diag[Ri ]. This can
only be done consistently when the realizations are required to be uniformly reachable and
observable, conditions that we may request from the original system (the derived systems may
not have that property), for definitions and main properties; see [10, pp. 102–119]. To short-
circuit the delicate discussion on the relation between operators and realizations, we take the
main property of uniform reachability (respect. uniform observability) as the definition:
Definition 1. Let T be a causal, semi-separable system, and let its input normal form consist of
a (by definition co-isometric) pair

A B

(respect. in output normal form with observability
pair

A
C

). Then T is said to be uniformly reachable (respect. uniformly observable) iff the state
transition operator A in the respective representation is u.e.s.
When T is in input normal form, then the Gramian of its reachability operator is unity. If then
also its observability Gramian is boundedly invertible, or equivalently Go := O′O ≫ ϵ > 0,
then T is both uniformly reachable and observable. We shall say that T is regular when such is
the case.
Proposition 1. When T is causal (respect. anti-causal) and regular (i.e. uniformly reachable and
observable), then all bounded and u.e.s. minimal system realizations are related to each other
via bounded and boundedly invertible state transformations R.
The (technical!) proof of these properties is in [10, pp. 118–119]. There is a weaker form of the
proposition, which is actually the form that we shall use in the sequel:
Proposition 2. Let

A B

and

A1 B1

be two minimal reachability pairs of the same uni-
formly reachable system (i.e. (I − Z A)−1 Z B = (I − Z A1)−1 Z B1) such that both A and A1
are u.e.s., then there is a bounded and boundedly invertible state transformation R such that
(R⟨−1⟩)−1 AR (R⟨−1⟩)−1 B
 = A1 B1 . (9)
The property follows directly from the boundedness and invertibility of the respective reachabil-
ity Gramians.
An important type of operator is the “causal isometric” class, and its more restricted sub class
of causal unitary operators. We shall call such operators inner, but to be specific, we distinguish
isometric-inner, co-isometric-inner and bi-inner (the latter for the unitary case). Suppose that
V is a causal (i.e. lower) isometric operator, let us define some subspaces connected to it (for a
complete treatment see [10, p. 132 ff.], I only mention classical but maybe not universally known
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facts that we use further on in this paper). Let KV be the co-kernel of the Hankel operator HV of
V , then isometry of V implies thatKV = VL2⊕ker(V ′ · |L2). In o.c. p. 132 (Proposition 6.10) it
is shown that V will actually be bi-inner iff, in addition to being isometric, ker(V ′ ·|X2) = 0—the
latter implying of course ker(V ′·|L2) = 0 as well, but is not equivalent to it. An isometric operator
will have an isometric realization (in particular the canonical realization in output normal form
will be isometric), but the converse is not true. It is very well possible that a causal system has
an isometric realization, but is not isometric itself. What happens in that case is that some energy
disappears in the state as it evolves to infinity (this phenomenon can already be observed in the
(non-rational) time-invariant case). The following statement is true:
Proposition 3. An isometric realization that is also u.e.s. defines an isometric semi-separable
system. Likewise, a bi-inner semi-separable operator will have a unitary realization, but the
converse only holds when the realization is u.e.s.
The property follows directly from the previous proposition, and the observation that when
A B
C D

is a (unitary) realization for an inner system with A u.e.s., then a realization for the
inverse is given by

A′ C ′
B′ D′

, which is trivially unitary, anti-causal and u.e.s.
2.1. Canonical representations
The central workhorse in this paper will be canonical forms derived from the extended
Beurling–Lax theorem as applied to our situation (given in [10, Chapter 6]). I do not want
to repeat that theory here, but for ease of reading here are the main results that we use (the
importance of the Beurling–Lax theory to analyze systems can hardly be underestimated, see
e.g. Helson on Spectral Factorization in [19] and Douglas, Shapiro and Shields on the description
of state spaces as cyclic spaces [12]. The canonical forms that we use here for the semi-separable
case find their origin in similar forms for the LTI case as derived in [7]). We say that a subspace
K in some L2 space is right DZ-invariant, when KD ⊂ K for all bounded, dimensionally
compatible diagonals D, and is also right shift-invariant, i.e. KZ ⊂ K holds. The generalized
Beurling–Lax theorem then asserts that when K ⊂ L2 is DZ-invariant, there exists a causal
isometric (i.e. isometric inner) operator W with the property that K = WLP2 for some index
sequence P (isometry means W ′W = I , the present is a special case of a Nest Algebra originally
studied by Arveson [2], a constructive proof for the semi-separable case is in [10, p. 137]).
The theorem is e.g. used to produce so called external factorizations for causal, semi-separable
operators (in classical system theory, these are called “coprime factorizations”, and, indeed, they
will be coprime in some sense, but I prefer to reserve the term “coprime” to a more generic
characterization of the property). The way we shall use the theorem in the first instance will be
as follows. Given an upper (anti-causal) semi-separable and uniformly reachable operator with a
realization in input normal form T := D+C(I − Z ′A)−1 Z ′B, and consider the space K ⊂ LM2
of (causal) inputs that are mapped by T in LN2 (i.e. to lower). Then it is easy to see thatK is right
DZ-invariant, and hence there shall exist a causal isometric W such that K = WLP2 (for some
fitting index sequence P). Because of the assumption that T is in input normal form (A B
co-isometric), W will actually be inner because A is u.e.s. thanks to the uniform reachability, and
a realization for W is found by unitary completion:
W ∼

A′ BW
B ′ DW

(10)
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(we see that AW = A′ and CW = B ′). Actually, we check easily that
T W = (DDW + CCW )+ (C A′ + DB ′)Z(I − A′Z)−1CW := ∆ ∈ L, (11)
using the fact that (I − Z ′A)−1 Z ′B B ′Z(I − A′Z)−1 = (I − Z ′A)−1 Z ′A + I + A′Z(I −
A′Z)−1 because of the co-isometry of A, B (input normal form—eventually to be obtained
through solving a Lyapunov–Stein equation via a square-root algorithm), and the orthogonality
ABW + B DW = 0. We see that we have obtained a factorization T = 1W ′ of T as a (block
diagonal matrix) coprime ratio of a causal operator ∆ divided by an inner operator W (W is
the smallest inner that pushes T to causality from the right). This is one type of canonical
factorization for T (of the “external” type), observe that a semi-separable realization for the
factors follows immediately from the original realization after a unitary completion.
Another, even more interesting type is called “outer–inner” factorization and is crucially
important for the characterization of the inverse or pseudo-inverse of an operator (besides
a number of other properties). This time we choose for example a causal u.e.s. operator
T = D + C(I − Z A)−1 Z B, and we study the space K := (UN2 )′T ((UN2 )′ is the row
version of LN2 ). This is now a left DZ-invariant subspace of (UM2 )′, and hence there will
be a causal co-isometric V such that K = (UV2 )′V for some fitting index sequence V (co-
isometric means V V ′ = I ). V has the remarkable property that it is the largest possible
causal co-isometric V for which To := T V ′ is still causal (V is co-isometric inner). To is then
automatically left-outer, by which is meant that (UN2 )′To is dense in (UV2 )′, and hence has at
least an approximate, causal and bounded left inverse. How can V and To be found? It is at this
point that the celebrated square-root algorithm appears as a direct numerical implementation
of the generalized Beurling–Lax theorem. We can only give the (very classical) result here,
a full account can be found in a.o. [10, Chapter 7]. We start from the assumption that T is
uniformly reachable and hence has a minimal realization in output normal form with A u.e.s.
accordingly. First, one remarks that To inherits A and C from T . Next, when the factorization
To = T V ′ is written out in terms of components, one obtains among other terms a mixed product
C(I−Z A)−1 Z B B ′V Z ′(I−A′V )−1C ′V , expressed in terms of the so far unknown realization of V ,
which, in principle, can be split as C(I−Z A)−1 Z AY C ′V +CY C ′V +CY A′V Z ′(I− A′V Z ′)−1C ′V ,
with Y solving the Lyapunov–Stein equation Y ⟨−1⟩ = B B ′V + AY A′V , which has a unique
stable solution because A is u.e.s. and AV contractive (V may not be u.e.s., but has an isometric
realization that keeps AV contractive and hence assures the existence of the unique solution—
notice also that this equation cannot be solved directly because AV and BV are unknown).
Next we require the anti-causal term in the product to vanish, giving CY A′V + DB ′V = 0, and
identifying the remaining quantities we obtain the system of equations
AY B
CY D

·

A′V C ′V
B ′V D′V

=

Y ⟨−1⟩ Bo
0 Do

. (12)
Let us characterize these quantities further. Do, as the instantaneous term of a left-outer operator
has to be left-invertible as well, hence ker(Do·) = 0. The (diagonal) operator Y is actually
given by (with Π0 projection on the main diagonal) Y = Π0RTR′V with RT and RV the
(minimal) reachability operators of T respect. V , and should also have a zero (right) kernel.
It follows that ker(Y ⟨−1⟩·) = 0. The right hand side of the previous equation hence appears
to be in upper-right block-echelon form. Observing that at this point V ′ is merely isometric,
completing with a potential kernel, and writing the equation just at index point i , we obtain the
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block RQ-factorization:
Ai Yi Bi
Ci Yi Di

·

C ′ni A′V i C ′V i
D′ni B ′V i D′V i

=

0 Yi+1 Boi
0 0 Doi

, (13)
with two new block diagonal quantities Cni and Dni completing the data in the production of the
echelon form. Actually, they characterize another DZ-invariant subspace, namely
(UN2 )′ ⊖ (UN2 )′T =!(UN2 )′(Dn + Cn(I − Z A)−1 Z B), (14)
which, as the cokernel of T in (UN2 )′ is also DZ-invariant and defining the orthogonal
complement of the range. It follows that the (block-) RQ factorization

Ai Yi Bi
Ci Yi Di

=

0 Yi+1 Boi
0 0 Doi

·
 Cni DniAV i BV i
CV i DV i
 (15)
produces a forward recursion for Y , as well as the complete realizations of the factors To and
V . The dimensions of Y relate the state dimension of the original system to the state dimension
of the isometric factor V . We have V := [νi ], with the dimension of V being: V ×M, of
To,N × V and the dimensions of Yi being δi × δV i , where δi and δV i are the dimensions of the
state of T respect. V at index point i . It is important to stress that all the quantities of the right
hand side (including the dimension νi and δV i ) are derived from the quantities on the left hand
side through RQ factorization (one obtains the echelon form by rightward column compression,
starting with the last row). This is what is known as “array processing”, there are no closed
formulas for the quantities computed, although, as already amply stated, they do represent well
defined, computable objects. As always, quantities may completely disappear. For example, if T
is already left-outer to start with, then all Yi will vanish, and the square-root algorithm turns out
to be a method to verify the outer-ness of an operator. The completed V computed here:
Vn
V

:=

Dn
DV

+

Cn
CV

(I − Z AV )−1 Z BV (16)
has a unitary realization (as given), but will only be inner if AV is u.e.s. This will provide a
test for invertibility, which we shall discuss further in Section 5. Let me just mention here an
important connection between external factorization and outer–inner factorization, which we
shall use extensively in the next section. When T is boundedly invertible (it need not be outer)
and T = ToV with V co-isometric or even bi-inner, then we shall of course have that To is
boundedly invertible as well, and its inverse will be causal by construction. Hence we have then
T−1 = V ′T−1o which is nothing else but a left external factorization of T−1. A consequence of
this is that when the inverse is bounded, the outer–inner factorization produces an inner function
(and not just a co-isometry). In other words: the inverse shows what would be called dichotomy
in the LTI case. This connection will be further exploited in Section 5. We shall say that a causal
(or anti-causal) operator is outer when it is both right- and left-outer, and strictly outer when it is
outer and boundedly invertible. Here is a basic property of strictly outer systems:
Proposition 4 ([10, p. 367]). Let T be an outer boundedly invertible (i.e. strictly outer) operator
with minimal state realization [A, B,C, D], then D has a bounded inverse and the inverse system
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S has a state realization given by
A − B D−1C B D−1
−D−1C D−1

. (17)
Moreover, T will be uniformly reachable iff S is uniformly reachable, it will be uniformly
observable iff S is. Let ∆ := A − B D−1C be the state transition operator of S. If A is u.e.s.
and the system is reachable or observable, then ∆ is u.e.s. as well.
Another important property is a characterization of so called “maximal phase” operator. In this
context we restrict ourselves to (boundedly) invertible operators. We say that a causal boundedly
invertible operator T is maximum phase, when its inverse T−1 is anti-causal (and by hypothesis
bounded). Such operators have been studied in the literature, see [1], here is the property that we
shall use:
Proposition 5 ([1, Theorem 4.8, p. 74]). Let T be a (boundedly invertible) maximum phase
operator and let T ∼ [T ] :=

A B
C D

be a minimal realization for it. Then [T ] is locally invertible
and [T ]−1 is a minimal realization for the inverse.
Proof. An easier proof than the one given in the thesis cited goes as follows. Concerning the
realization of the inverse: the ‘if’ part is immediate, it just inverts the state space relation (1),
keeping the state sequences (with a slight re-indexing, namely the state xi in the direct system
corresponds to the state xi−1 in the inverse system because of our indexing conventions). For
the ‘only if’ direction, one remarks that under the hypothesis of anti-causal invertibility, the
reachability space of the direct system coincides with the observability space of the inverse
system (and of course vice versa, also with the slight re-indexing). If one then chooses an
input normal form for the direct system, the inverse system will have the output normal form
A′ Bˆ
B′ Dˆ

for some appropriate Bˆ and Dˆ, thanks to standard realizability theory as described
above. Expressing T T−1 = I in terms of the realizations chosen and working out the mixed
product using AA′ + B B ′ = I produces the result.
The identification of the relevant reachability and observability spaces in the direct and the
inverse system finally show minimality. 
The forms we discussed so far are called “canonical” because they are unique in some basic
sense, e.g. an outer–inner factorization T = ToV characterizes V up to a unitary left diagonal
factor and To up to a unitary right diagonal factor (in our theory, unitary diagonals generalize
the constant unitary maps of the classical Linear Time Invariant (LTI) theory). Beside canonical
forms based on inners, one can develop canonical forms based on polynomials in the shifts Z or
Z ′. I have done that in another paper [8], in this paper we restrict ourselves to canonical forms
based on inners, although it may be advantageous to develop the alternate theory as well for the
case considered here.
3. Main results on LU factorization of semi-separable matrices
We assume that we are given a semi-separable system representation consisting of a lower
(causal) and an upper (anti causal) part:
T = Cc(I − Z Ac)−1 Z Bc + D + Ca(I − Z ′Aa)−1 Z ′Ba . (18)
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The goal will be to determine “adequate” LU -factorizations for T in the classical sense. We
shall have to impose some regularity conditions on the representation, depending on the case to
be considered (see further).
The adequacy of an LU -factorization requires further consideration. From the canonical
forms discussed earlier, we have seen that non-minimal lower–upper factorizations are always
possible and e.g. lead to attractive inverses or pseudo-inverses based on URV representations.
Such factorizations do not qualify as “adequate LU -factorizations”, they do not correspond to a
classical LU -factorization for the special case of a finite matrix, because they are actually akin to
L Q or Q R factorizations (or combinations in the more general cases). From experience with the
finite case, a first requirement for LU -ship is minimality: in the product no extra, non-minimal
states may appear. But this is not enough. Experience with (intrinsically infinitely indexed) Linear
Time-Invariant (LTI) systems shows something else, namely that even when one requires L and
U to be minimal lower, respect. Upper, the factorization is not unique. In the LTI case, this is due
to the fact that the overall zeros may be assigned pretty arbitrarily to the L- or to the U -factor, so
long as the number of poles and zeros in each factor match (so called “spectral factorization”).
For example, and denoting a Toeplitz matrix corresponding to the transform (sometimes called
“symbol”) · · · a1z + a0 + a−1z−1 + · · · shorthand as To[· · · , a1, a0 , a−1, . . .], we have
To

· · · 0,−1
2
, 76 ,−
1
3
, 0 · · ·

= To

· · · 0,−1
2
, 1 , 0 · · ·

· To

· · · 0, 1 ,−1
3
, 0 · · ·

= To

· · · 0,−1
2
, 16 , 0 · · ·

· To[· · · 0, 1 ,−2, 0 · · ·]. (19)
This is of course in sharp contrast with the matrix case, but should be expected to be the rule
for semi-separable systems as well, since they have Toeplitz systems as a special case, as well as
the finite matrices. Remark that only the middle factorization has factors with inverses that are
stable. To produce an even starker contrast, here is another simple (and singular) example (with
j := √−1):
To[· · · 0, 1, 0 , 1, 0 · · ·] = To[· · · 0, 1, j , 0 · · ·] · To[· · · 0, 1 ,− j, 0 · · ·]. (20)
From both the LTI and the matrix experience, we can state that LU factorization of semi-
separable systems only makes sense when each of the factors has a proper inverse, meaning
e.g. that the inverse of the L-factor is a lower and bounded operator and the inverse of the U
factor upper and bounded—the purpose of LU -factorization being anyway system inversion of
a system that is already presumed to be invertible. (If the system is not invertible, then the more
general URV or ULV type methods have to be used.) This entitles us to the following definition:
Definition 2. We shall say that a semi-separable system T possesses an LU -factorization iff
there exist an outer system L and a conjugate-outer system U such that T = LU .
To avoid borderline cases, we strengthen this definition a bit and require the outer factors to have
bounded inverses (as “outer” only requires dense range, the boundedness of the inverse is not
guaranteed):
Definition 3. We shall say that a semi-separable system T possesses a strict LU -factorization iff
there exist an outer system L with bounded inverse and a conjugate-outer system U with bounded
inverse such that T = LU .
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It is not too hard to show but outside the scope of this paper, that such a strict LU -factorization
is necessarily minimal (i.e. no non-minimal states are introduced in the product when minimal
realizations for each of the factors are used). The last definition also covers the finite matrix case
fully (even the block case). The strict LU -factorization problem will be solved when we can
derive necessary and sufficient existence conditions for the factors L and U , and hopefully even
an efficient and numerically stable algorithm to find them. That is what we proceed to do. We
concentrate our efforts on U , for L a similar but dual strategy will be valid. We shall see that U
can be determined quite independently from L , and with specific conditions on the operator T .
As we require U to be outer invertible, we can as well and without loss of generality normalize
the instantaneous term DU to be unity (DU = I ).
The first observation we make is that if T has a strict LU -factorization and W is a minimal
inner function such that T W is lower, then also U W is lower, for U W = L−1(T W ), a product
of lower operators by assumption. In LTI terms one would say that W ′ characterizes the poles
of U . Let us assume that T is such that its anti-causal part is uniformly reachable, then because
of Proposition 6, W will be bi-inner. Similarly, outer–inner factorizations characterize “zeros”
(some care is needed even in the LTI-case because of limiting issues and the potential lack
of dichotomy, see our discussion in the next section), but semi-separable systems do not have
poles or zeros in the same sense as LTI systems. Concerning W , let us just assume that the
original

Aa Ba

of T is in input normal form and that W = DW + CW (I − Z AW )−1 Z BW
is a unitary realization, then we can take A′W = Aa and C ′W = Ba . Next we define V :=
DV + CV (I − Z AV )−1 Z BV as the inner factor in an inner–outer factorization of T W = ToV
with To outer—i.e. a right square root algorithm on T W . Because of the assumed properties of
strict invertibility, V can be defined by the relation V (T W )−1 = T−1o or, to put it differently,
V will be the smallest inner function that pushes (T W )−1 back to causality. Because of the
independent interest of this property, we state it as a separate proposition.
Proposition 6. Let T be a boundedly invertible operator such that its anti-causal part is
uniformly reachable (it can be assumed to be in input normal form), and let Tu = T W , where
W is the minimal inner factor that makes Tu causal. Then W is bi-inner. In addition, in the
outer–inner factorization Tu = ToV of Tu, V will be bi-inner as well.
Proof. In the previous text we already showed that W is inner, with realization (assuming input
normal form for the anti causal part Ta of T ):
W ∼

A′a BW
B ′a DW

. (21)
From the outer–inner factorization theory, we know further that V will be bi-inner iff ker(Tu ·) =
0 (see e.g. [10, p. 150]). But Tu is invertible with T and hence the condition is satisfied. 
As a consequence AV will be u.e.s. (see [10, p. 125]). We are now ready to formulate our first
theorem.
Theorem 1. The semi-separable, boundedly invertible system T with uniformly reachable anti-
causal part Ta will have an LU-factorization T = LU with U strictly conjugate outer and
L strictly outer, iff V is bi-inner and there exists a bounded and boundedly invertible state
transformation R such that
R⟨−1⟩ = AW R A′V + BW B ′V (22)
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where W ∼

A′a BW
B′a DW

is the minimal inner right factor that makes Tu = T W lower, V ∼
AV BV
CV DV

is the inner factor in the outer–inner factorization T W = ToV (both with unitary
realizations). The right factor U in the LU-factorization of T is then given by the realization
U ∼

Aa Ba
F I

(23)
where F = − CW R A′V + DW B ′V  (R⟨−1⟩)−1.
Proof. Only if: suppose the strict LU -factorization of T = LU exists, and let W and V be
defined as stated. From the definition of W , and normalizing the factorization so that DU := I
(which can always be done because U is strictly outer and hence DU has to be boundedly
invertible), it follows that U must be of the form (23) for some diagonal operator F—i.e. U
necessarily inherits Aa and Ba , only F is unknown, because both U and the anti-causal part
of T necessarily have the same reachability space by Proposition 2. Next, we can evaluate V
as follows. Let Tu := T W , then V is defined by the outer–inner factorization of Tu = ToV ,
in which To is strictly outer (see later for the relevant square-root algorithm), and hence, all
operators being strictly invertible T−1o L = V W−1U−1, and V can be identified as the smallest
inner operator that forces W−1U−1 back to lower (or causality if you wish) from the left. This
makes V necessarily bi-inner, given the invertibility assumptions (as already indicated in the
previous proposition). Given the expression for U in terms of the still unknown F and the fact
that a realization for W−1 = W ′ is given by
W−1 ∼

A′W C ′W
B ′W D′W

(24)
we obtain
W−1U−1 =

D′W + B ′W (I − Z ′A′W )−1 Z ′C ′W

·

I − F[I − Z ′(A′W − C ′W F)]−1 Z ′C ′W

= D′W + (B ′W − D′W F)[I − Z ′(A′W − C ′W F)]−1 Z ′C ′W (25)
where the necessary cancellations take place as expected. W is by hypothesis a minimal bi-
inner factor that makes T W causal. The same is true for U W , because the reachability space
of U is certainly contained in that of Ta and cannot be smaller. As a consequence, U W is a
so called “maximal phase” operator, and Proposition 5 applies, guaranteeing minimality of the
given realization for W−1U−1, since
U W ∼

AW BW
CW + F AW DW + F BW

=

I 0
F I
 
AW BW
CW DW

(26)
whose inverse is
A′W C ′W
B ′W D′W
 
I 0
−F I

=

A′W − C ′W F C ′W
B ′W − D′W F D′W

(27)
the realization given for W−1U−1, which hence is minimal. The inner V should now bring this
minimal realization to lower, hence it must have a reachability pair that matches the observability
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pair of W−1U−1, by Proposition 2. More precisely, there exists a boundedly invertible state
transformation R such that (writing shorthand R−⟨−1⟩ for (R⟨−1⟩)−1)
R A′V R−⟨−1⟩
B ′V R−⟨−1⟩

=

A′W C ′W
B ′W D′W
 
I
−F

. (28)
Inverting the unitary factor produces
R⟨−1⟩ = AW R A′V + BW B ′V
F = − CW R A′V + DW B ′V  R−⟨−1⟩ (29)
as announced. This shows the “only if” part.
If: now we are given T from which W and V are derived as given before the statement
of the theorem, and we assume that we have found a boundedly invertible R that solves the
Lyapunov–Stein equation (22). We have to show that U as given in the theorem is the (normal-
ized) right factor in the LU -factorization. First, U W will be lower, from the definition of W
and the reachability pair of U . Next consider U−1. From Eq. (22) and the definition for F we
obtain that A′W − C ′W F is u.e.s. just as V is (the equation for R and the definition for F actually
give the observability pair of U−1 as an upper operator—see again Proposition 2). Remains to
be shown that L := T U−1 is a lower operator with lower inverse. Let us, for that matter define
L = To[V (U W )−1], then the definition of V , from which R derives, results in the causality
and the outer-ness of the factor [V (U W )−1]. Hence, L is outer and the factorization T = LU
follows. 
The somewhat abstract analysis in the “if” statement of the proof is confirmed by an explicit
calculation of the quantities involved (the calculation could also have been used as proof, of
course, but the approach here shows why things should work out). The calculation can be cast as
a straightforward algorithm, which we proceed to do now.
The algorithm
Survey
From the previous, the algorithm is easily deduced:
Step 1: determine W ;
Step 2: determine V ;
Step 3: if at any index point i the dimensions of AW are not equal to the dimensions of AV
stop, for there is no solution. If they do: compute R from the Lyapunov–Stein equation
(22)—if by accident AV is not u.e.s. you have hit a singular case, see the discussion on
“extensions” below;
Step 4: if at any index point R is singular, or if R is not boundedly invertible: stop, there is no
solution. If otherwise, determine U and L .
We go through the steps and give the relevant formulas. Starting point is the semi-separable
expression for T :
T = Cc(I − Z Ac)−1 Z Bc + D + Ca(I − Z ′Aa)−1 Z ′Ba (30)
in which we assume all diagonal operators to be bounded and the transition matrices Ac and Aa
to be u.e.s.
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Step 1: determine W
Under the assumptions, we may as well assume the reachability pair

Aa Ba

to be co-
isometric (input normal form—if not, obtain the INF through a square root algorithm). Then
AW := A′a and CW := B ′a . The remaining entries of W are found by unitary completion
(automatic when the square-root algorithm has been used).
Step 2: determine V
This is the crucial step (the determination and splitting of the “zeros”). We assume the upper
part to be still in input normal form, hence
W ∼

A′a BW
B ′a DW

(31)
in which BW and DW have been determined in the previous step. The goal is to compute the
outer–inner factorization of Tu := T W . The realization for Tu is found from the product and
easily computed as
Au Bu
Cu Du

:=
 Ac Bc B ′a Bc DW0 A′a BW
Cc DB ′a + Ca A′a DDW + Ca BW
 . (32)
A square root algorithm on the realization of Tu will now produce the desired outer–inner factor-
ization Tu = ToV as explained in Section 2.1:
AuY Bu
CuY Du

·

C ′n A′V C ′V
D′n B ′V D′V

=

0 Y ⟨−1⟩ Bo
0 0 Do

(33)
where the echelon form in the right hand side is obtained by compressing the columns to the
right, starting with the last row. As already indicated, the algorithm will have an early stop, if
some of the following situations occur:
1. Do is non-square at any stage (To is then not strictly outer);
2. Cn and Dn do not vanish (there is a kernel, T is not invertible).
Do has to be square invertible and Y ⟨−1⟩ full rank (by definition of course). The computation
is a forward recursion, with Yk+1 computed from Yk . A third condition could force an early
abortion, and that is:
3. AV is not u.e.s. As AV is contractive by construction, this needs at least lim supk→∞ ∥AV k∥ =
1. We can proceed to the next step if none of these terminating conditions occur.
Step 3: determine R
We start by remarking that Y , being defined by
Y ⟨−1⟩ = AuY A′V + Bu B ′V (34)
splits in two components Y =

Y1
Y2

in which Y2 satisfies the same recursion as R⟨−1⟩ =
AW R A′V + BW B ′V . Hence R = Y2. R so obtained must be bounded (this is automatic, because R
satisfies a convergent Lyapunov–Stein equation) and boundedly invertible (this has to be checked
recursively while progressing). If this condition is satisfied with a uniform bound on the local
norms, then the LU -factorization exists.
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Step 4: compute the result
At this point we have already obtained the right factor U explicitly:
U = I + F(I − Z ′Aa)Z ′Ba (35)
with F = − CW R A′V + DW B ′V  (R⟨−1⟩)−1 and inverse
U−1 = I − F I − Z ′(Aa − Ba F)−1 Z ′Ba = I − F R⟨−1⟩(I − Z ′A′V )−1 Z ′R−1 Ba . (36)
The latter formula shows the boundedness of U−1 explicitly, provided V is inner, for then A′V is
u.e.s. Hence the inner-ness of V assures the strict outerness of U , a fact that we shall use in the
next theorem.
To compute the left factor L from the work so far (it could also be computed directly by a
dual procedure), we evaluate directly L = Tu(W−1U−1), in terms of realizations:
L =

Du + Cu(I − Z Au)−1 Z Bu

·

D′W + B ′V (I − Z ′A′V )−1 R−1C ′W

= (CuY R−1C ′W + Du D′W )+ Cu(I − Z Au)−1 Z(AuY R−1C ′W + Bu D′W ) (37)
(remark the occurrence of Y again), because Y2 = R and after introducing the decomposition of
Tu , we obtain the realization:
L ∼
 Ac Bc B′a (AcY1 R−1 + Bc B′a)C ′W + Bc DW D′W0 A′a A′aC ′W + BW D′W
Cc DB′a + Ca A′a (CcY1 R−1 + DB′a + Ca A′a)C ′W + (DDW + Ca BW )D′W
 . (38)
Since A′aC ′W + BW D′W = 0, the states corresponding to A′a are unreachable, can hence be
cancelled out, and we find for L the minimal realization
L ∼

Ac AcY1 R
−1C ′W + Bc
Cc CcY1 R
−1C ′W + D

(39)
(using also the other equality B ′aC ′W + DW D′W = I ).
This is as far as we can get using only knowledge of the right factor, and the hypothesis
that T is boundedly invertible. In many circumstances, one may not be sure about the latter,
so a separate determination of the left factor and the diagonal constant in the factorization may
be necessary. So, let us move to an attempted determination of T = LdU with U as before
(including the determination of d = CcY1 R−1C ′W+D), and then move to a separate computation
of the left factor L normalized with DL = I . The procedure is exactly dual to the previous, now
executed on T ′. Using prime judiciously, we obtain in sequence, replacing W by w, V by v, Tu
by Tℓ := T ′w, To by the outer–inner factorization Tℓ = Tpv, in which the connecting quantity
Y is replaced by y′ and R by P (and assuming a realization in output normal form of the causal
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part of T ),
T ′ = B ′a Z(I − A′a Z)−1C ′a + D′ + B ′c Z ′(I − A′c Z ′)′C ′c
w = Dw + Cw(I − Z Aw)−1 Z Bw ∼

Ac Bw
Cc Dw

L ′ ∼

A′c C ′c
G ′ I

P ′⟨−1⟩ = AwP ′A′v + BwB ′v
G ′ = − CwP ′A′v + DwB ′v (P ′⟨−1⟩)−1
Aℓ Bℓ
Cℓ Dℓ

=
 A′a C ′aCc C ′a Dw0 Ac Bw
B ′a D′Cc + B ′c Ac D′Dw + B ′c Bw

d = CwP−1 y1 Ba + D
(40)
with the outer–inner factorization
Aℓy
′ Bℓ
Cℓy
′ Dℓ

·

C ′m A′v C ′v
D′m B ′v D′v

=

0 y′⟨−1⟩ Bp
0 0 Dp

(41)
everything being of course as before. The same conditions as mentioned in the algorithm for
U should apply here as well, in particular Cm and Dm in the factorization should vanish and
P = y2 should be square invertible at each index point with uniform bound on the inverse. In
addition, the factor d obtained from either the U or the L calculation should be invertible at
each index point with uniform bound as well. When all these conditions are satisfied, T will
be boundedly invertible and will possess a strict LU factorization. This is summarized in the
following theorem.
Theorem 2. Let be given a semi-separable system T as in Eq. (18) (i.e. one with u.e.s.
realizations). Suppose moreover that the isometric W, V, w and v determined in the external and
outer–inner factorizations given above are actually bi-inner, the dimensions of their respective
state spaces match and the resulting R and P are bounded and boundedly invertible, then the
derived U and L with instantaneous terms DU = I and DV = I respect. are strictly outer, and
T = LdU for some diagonal operator d. T will be boundedly invertible if d is, that is, if di is
invertible at each index point i with uniform bound.
Proof. The strict outerness of the factors U and L follow from the algorithm preceding the
theorem. Consider now L−1T U−1. From the construction of U it follows directly that T U−1 ∈ L
and because of the strict outerness of L , also d = L−1T U−1 ∈ L. Dually, d ∈ U . Hence d must
be diagonal. If it is also invertible, T will be. 
4. Example
As the mechanics of the diverse operations may seem a bit tricky, here is a non-trivial but
simple example that already contains most of the intricacies and can easily be computed and
verified by hand. Consider the half infinite matrix in real arithmetic
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T =

1 b0
a0 1 b1
a1 1
. . .
. . .
. . .
 (42)
and let us develop the factorization algorithm for this case. We observe that W = Z in this case
(unless some bi = 0 and the problem can be reduced), and
Tu := T W =

1 b0
a0 1 b1
a1 1
. . .
. . .
. . .
 (43)
indicating a right shift of the main diagonal to make Tu lower. This shift on the right side of the
matrix also forces an input at index point −1 and hence also a realization for that index point.
Here is an immediate realization for Tu (assembling local realizations in a global block diagonal
matrix):
Tu ∼ diag
| 1· −

,
 1 00 0
1 b0
 ,
 0 1 00 0 1
a0 1 b1
 , . . .
 (44)
(first matrix is the realization for index point −1), the general term for k ≥ 1 being 0 1 00 0 1
ak−1 1 bk
 . (45)
The outer–inner recursion Tu = ToV now produces:
Step −1:| 1
· −
 − ·
1 |

=

1 |
− ·

(46)
hence Y0 =
−
1

, AV,−1 = −, T0,−1 empty.
Step 0, with n0 :=

1+ b20: 1 00 1
1 b0
 · 1
n0
 −b0 1
1 b0

= 1
n0
 −b0 11 b0
0 n20
 (47)
which produces Y1 = 1n0
−b0
1

, AV,0 = −b0n0 , besides a realizationat index point 0 for To : To,0 = 1
1
n0
0 b0n0
1 n0
 .
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Step 1, with n1 :=

(1−a0b0)2
n0
+ b21:
1
n0
0
0 1
1−a0b0
n0
b1
 1
n1

−b1 1−a0b0n0
1−a0b0
n0
b1

= 1
n1
 −
b1
n0
1−a0b0
n20
1−a0b0
n0
b1
0 n21
 (48)
which, again, produces Y2 = 1n1

− b1
n0
1− a0b0
n0

, AV,2 = − b1n1n0 and a realization for To : To,1 =
0 1 1−a0b0
n20n1
0 0 b1n1
a0 1 n1
 at index point 1.
The general step in the recursion is then, with yk := Yk,2 + ak−1Yk,1 and nk :=

(y2k + b2k ): Yk,2 00 1
yk bk
 1
nk
 −bk yk
yk bk

= 1
nk
 −Yk,2bk Yk,2 ykyk bk
0 n2k
 (49)
producing Yk+1 = 1nk
 −Yk,2bk
Yk,2 + ak−1Yk,1

and AV,k = −bknk , besides the other quantities at index point
k. The recursion for Y turns out to be the simple
Yk+1,1
Yk+1,2

= 1
nk

0 −bk
ak−1 1
 
Yk,1
Yk,2

(50)
in which one can recognize a linearization of the recursion for the pivot as it arises in the Gaussian
elimination. All data is now available to determine U for this case: Fk = −Yk+1,2Yk+1,1 =
bk−1
1−ak−1 Fk−1
with initial conditions F0 = − and F1 = b0, and the diagonal d is given by dk = 1 − ak Fk−1,
equal to the pivot. Hence
U ∼ diag
  | 1
| 1

,

0 1
b0 1

, . . . ,

0 1
Fk 1

, . . .

(51)
as expected. The conditions for the existence of the factor now boil down to Rk = Yk,2 and dk to
be bounded away from zero, and Rk to be uniformly bounded as well.
5. Limiting behavior
In this section, I want to make the connection with the invertibility theory as presented in [10],
see also further developments and refinements in [16]. As already mentioned in the introduction,
this theory uses a different kind (actually more generally applicable kind) of factorization than the
one presented in this paper, as it is restricted to LU -factorizations in the strict sense. To parallel
the development, given T one starts out with an inner W pushing T to causality from the right
and leading to Tu = T W as before. But then, two inner–outer factorizations (first a right one and
then a left one) lead to Tu = uToV (invertibility of T has not been assumed, the inner u factor
now being different than the v above). Hence one obtains T = uToV W ′, in which To is both right
and left outer and the other factors are merely isometric or co-isometric inner. The factorization
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actually produces the Moore–Penrose inverse of T as T Ď = W V ′T−1o u′. T will have zero kernel
and zero co-kernel when u and V are bi-inner (actually, when T is boundedly invertible, one can
choose u = I ). It will be boundedly invertible, if, in addition, To is boundedly invertible, or in
the terminology of this paper, strictly outer. That this need not be the case is already exemplified
in the LU -case when d is not boundedly invertible. A number of “in between” cases are possible.
Although the basic matrices W and V are very much as before, I cannot offer a complete
theory for LU -factorizations when T is not invertible, but here are a few treatable, more general
cases.
Suppose that the computation of U proceeds as given in the algorithm, resulting in a
boundedly invertible R and an inner V . Then the right, strictly outer factor U is well defined, and
we have T = LU , with L lower, but potentially not boundedly invertible—it may have a kernel
or its range may just be dense, so that it does not have a bounded inverse, although the inverse
can be approximated with causal bounded inverses. The formula given for L would produce a
correct realization, but we should like to know more about the behavior at infinity of L−1. The
(recursive) computation of u produces such knowledge. Actually, two things may happen: one is
(assuming that there is no kernel in the recursion), that limk→−∞ ∥A′uk∥ = 1, characteristic for a
“defect space” in the terminology of [10, p. 170ff], i.e. a doubly shift invariant kernel (note that
the recursion for u goes backward). This kernel can then be determined following the procedure
described in the book. Alternatively, u may be bi-inner, but then a d would appear, which is
not boundedly invertible (this happens e.g. in the case of half infinite, positive definite Toeplitz
matrices, when the symbol has zeros on the unit circle).
A much more complex situation arises, when there is no dichotomy (the previous case could
be construed as a limiting case of dichotomy, whereby the anti-causal “zeros” go to the right
factor and all the others can be assembled in the left factor). However, in the more general case,
there may be just a partial dichotomy, filling the V and the u, but leaving a non-trivial outer but
not strictly outer To in the representation T = uToV W ′. Experience with factorization theory
in the LTI case indicates that the boundary zeros in To cannot easily be split between the lower
and the upper part, in fact, To may not be factorable at all (as would already be the case with
1 (
z + 1
z − 1 )
2
0 1

, see [26] for examples and theory in the LTI case). The lack of dichotomy makes a
general minimal factorization theory for non-invertible T next to impossible.
Can we say more on the existence of dichotomy, when T is boundedly invertible, but the
factorization conditions are not satisfied? Just a pure inner factor is already a good example.
Suppose T = V with V inner, then V ′ ∈ U , so there is dichotomy, but certainly no LU -
factorization (except in the trivial, diagonally unitary case). The URV-factorization theory does
produce a definite answer in this case: there shall be dichotomy, iff, in the U LV -factorization
T = uToV W ′ indicated before, all isometries are in fact inner and the outer factor has a
bounded inverse (this can be checked by producing the normal forms, which should have
strictly contractive realizations, a study of this question goes beyond the topic of the present
paper.)
Although the semi-separable LU -factorization theory does contain the finite dimensional
case, it is considerably different: many more potential cases appear. However, when correctly
restricted, we do obtain a theory that properly generalizes the finite dimensional case. One case
of great practical interest, is when the LU -factorization exists as LdU with d a diagonal that is
locally invertible, but is globally unbounded (many finite element methods lead to such matrices,
or matrices that approximate them, when the discretization step size is locally refined).
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6. Further discussion and conclusion
The linear time-invariant case
The proposed algorithm is of course equally valid for the LTI case under the given conditions,
but requires additional work, because a fixed point solution must be found for the two equations
that determine the inner factors W and V , so as to produce a time-invariant solution as well. The
LTI solutions always exist when the LTV solutions exist, but how to do this best numerically
is certainly an issue and has been considered extensively in the literature; see e.g. [20,11]. For
completeness I give a short account, which also leads to the LTI version of the existence theorem.
If T is such that its anti-causal part Ta is in input normal form, then a realization for W is simply
found by unitary completion, just as before. If not, then one could consider finding the fixed point
solution of the Lyapunov–Stein equation M = Ba B ′a+Aa M A′a (which computes the reachability
Gramian M) – a linear equation that is bound to have a unique solution when A is stable – all
eigenvalues of A being strictly less than one. Factoring the necessarily strictly positive definite
M = R R′ produces the state transformation needed to make R−1 AR R−1 B co-isometric.
However, that is not the best numerical thing to do, the condition number of the Lyapunov–Stein
system is the square of what it should be. Alternative methods have been proposed based
directly on the square root version, in my opinion the best is the doubling algorithm due to
Morf and Kailath [21], which has very fast convergence, does not necessitate the computation of
eigenvalues and does not deteriorate the original conditioning (and hence has optimal numerical
stability). For the inner–outer factorization which determines V , the situation is more complex, as
squaring the outer–inner equation to eliminate the inner term not only deteriorates the numerical
conditioning dramatically but leads to an unpleasant Riccati equation as well (the latter can be
solved with Hamiltonian theory, but there are much better ways as I will indicate now). It appears
to be much better, and possible, to solve the fixed point solution in the outer–inner equation
directly. This is done by a (numerically very stable) Schur eigenvalue determination. The method
also provides for necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of the solution, which I now
give for completeness (based on [11]).
We use the notation of Section 3, and work on the operator Tu in order to determine V in the
outer–inner factorization Tu = ToV , the issue being to find a fixed point solution so that To and
V become LTI. The numerics work most easily when z = 0 is a regular point (i.e. a point where
the transfer function Tu(z) = Du+Cuz(I−Auz)−1 Bu has full rank, which has to be n, assuming
that T (z) has dimension n × n). If z = 0 is not a regular point, then one has to perform a unitary
bilinear displacement to such a point, a fairly trivial step that makes the algebra less transparent,
so we just assume z = 0 regular, and hence Du boundedly invertible. The fixed point solution of
Eq. (13) is found in terms of a Schur eigenvalue decomposition of the candidate state transition
matrix of the inverse system T−1u :
∆u := Au − Bu D−1u Cu (52)
(as can be expected), more specifically, let, with Q a unitary matrix,
Q′∆u Q :=

δ11 δ12
0 δ22

(53)
be a spectral decomposition of ∆u , with δ11 containing the (complete) spectrum of ∆u that lays
strictly outside the unit disc, and let Q = Q1 Q2 be the corresponding decomposition of
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Q with the columns of Q1 spanning the eigenspace corresponding to the spectrum outside the
closed unit disc, then [11]
Y = Q1σ (54)
where σ is a normalization state transformation in
A′V
B ′V

=

σ−1δ−111 σ
−D−1u Cu Q1σ

. (55)
σ is then such that M = σ−′σ−1 is the unique solution of the Lyapunov–Stein fixed point
equation (with γ := D−1u Cu Q1):
δ−′11 Mδ
−1
11 + γ ′γ = M, (56)
a linear equation that can easily be solved (with any of the methods mentioned before), and will
deliver a unique, non-singular solution—remark that by construction δ−111 is stable (for brevity,
I omit potential unitary equivalences). Although the procedure may seem a bit involved, the
calculations are straightforward, numerically stable and provide for a full solution, without the
need for squaring the square root equation and solving the (numerically ill conditioned) Riccati
equation. Theorem 2 then gives the necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of the
LU -factorization, which in this case simplifies to dim(AV ) = dim(AW ) and a similar condition
on the L factor, (which of course necessitates minimal realizations for W and w)—i.e. matching
dichotomies between T and T−1. But, more important are of course the realizations of the factors
given directly in terms of the computed quantities. In the LTI case they are exactly the same as
in Section 3.
Comparison with other methods
Starting with Gauss and Jacobi, many methods for LU -factorization have been presented and
thoroughly analyzed numerically. Most of these concentrate on the recursive computation of the
Schur complement of the main k × k sub-matrix in the next (k + 1)× (k + 1) main sub-matrix
(the so-called pivot). The special flavor of matrices treated in the present paper, is that of matrices
with semi-separable representations (or realizations), so I want to focus the comparison on other
contributions that use similar representations (finding such representations through realization
theory may in some cases be awkward or impractical, but in many instances the representation is
just known, given or easy to determine. That is e.g. the case for matrices originating from finite-
element problems). A very important property of the matrices that occur throughout Gaussian
elimination of a semi-separable (sometimes called “quasi-separable” system) is that they are
stable with respect to the degree of the semi-separable realization, i.e. the subsequent reduced
matrices all have realizations of the same or lesser state complexity than the original. In [15]
extensive and explicit formulas are derived for these representations and the resulting factors in
what the authors call the “strongly regular case”, by which they mean that all the subsequent
pivots are nonsingular (this is a very different definition of regularity than used in this paper,
here it relates to uniform reachability and observability). On a different track, it is also possible
to set up a straight square root recursion for the two factors (see e.g. [11]), but the problem then
is that such a recursion, although attractive, uses J -unitary factors instead of unitary factors, and
hence can easily become numerically unstable.
The method presented in this paper has some distinctive features. First of all, although it is
recursive, it works on infinitely indexed matrices with semi-separable representations. This is
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only possible if the technique presented is unconditionally stable numerically. As any recursion
(forward in our case) has to start at some index point, either one must dispose of starting values,
or one must have a guarantee that after a few iterations the computed values converge to the real
ones because of the inherent stability. The first case happens when the system is known to be
LTI up to the starting value of the recursion. But also the second case works out well, even if
we do not know anything about the system before some index point, the recursion is guaranteed
to converge to meaningful values, in the two cases needed (the computations of W and V ).
That brings me to what I consider the main advantage of the method, and that is its intrinsic
numerical stability, even in the case where pivots get to be very close to singular. This is due to
the fact that in the method, one never inverts a pivot. All the operations are strictly orthogonal
transformations, pivots are only indirectly computed (see the expression for d , which collects the
pivots), and these values are not used anywhere in the sequel. This is in sharp contrast with what
happens in all the methods that explicitly compute and then use pivots (as we all used to do . . . ).
A number of papers have been handling banded matrices directly (we do it indirectly via
our matrix W ) [23]. While it may seem much more expedient to do this, at least for banded
matrices, this is only true in the case of scalar entries. In the case of block entries, our W is not
a simple shift matrix and requires preliminary realization by evaluation of bases for the matrices
involved in the respective Hankel operators. Without this step, our result is not valid. In [24]
the pivoting strategy for finite matrices is considered for some classes of infinite matrices and
validity conditions are given. The methods we follow are very different from those in the papers
mentioned. This raises the question whether pivoting would be a possible strategy in our case as
well, when the pivot would turn out close to singular. Although I have not researched the issue,
I offer the following remark. As the computation of the U factor is purely forward recursive,
the computation will not be affected from subsequent permutations of rows and columns, and
hence the effect of such a permutation strategy can be evaluated at any index point, leading to
the conclusion that, indeed, also our method can support pivoting without major difficulties.
Concerning computational efficiency, it may be that some of the methods mentioned are more
efficient from the point of view of number of computations. My goal in this paper has not
been to produce the potentially most efficient method, although the fact that it uses state space
representations already guarantees optimal linear complexity in terms of the size of the matrix,
as do the other semi-separable methods. The issue then boils down to efficient realizations. In
particular, unitary realizations do have efficient, even algebraically minimal realizations (that is
realizations where the number of algebraic parameters equals the degrees of freedom), but how
to obtain these with a minimal number of operations is an open question.
Potential extensions
At this point, I would like to make the connection with one further issue, namely the
factorization of what has been called “hierarchically semi-separable systems” or “symbolic semi-
separable systems”—those are systems that have multiple levels of semi-separability, they are
semi-separable systems, whose components are semi-separable or even hierarchically semi-
separable themselves. The problem with this type of structure is that the degree of semi-
separability is not stable under hierarchical decomposition. The top level remains efficient as
one would expect, but the degree of semi-separability gets destroyed in the lower levels. Hence,
the question is how to exploit the additional structure, so that not only the top level of semi-
separability achieves the expected computational efficiency. As far as I know, two major instances
have been considered in the literature. One is the case of stencils for two or three dimensional
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finite elements or discrete elements for partial differential equations e.g. of the Poisson or
Maxwell type [9], the other is linear, planar or even spatial distributed control systems [22]. In
the latter case, the authors derive Riccati equations for system inversion and for optimal control
problems. They then solve these using the semi-separable structure of the coefficients. Actually,
and as shown in this paper for the case of LU -factorization, the Riccati equation can be replaced
with great benefit with square root equations—typically the W matrix would be trivial, leaving
just an outer–inner factorization. Although the full consequences of this observation have not
been worked out so far, I have confidence that they will lead to attractive new algorithms. It is
easy to see that in a hierarchical problem, the state complexity of the partial Schur complements
(pivots) increases drastically at each step, so one may expect great difficulties to exploit the local
semi-separability, one has to resort to approximation methods [9]. This would also be the case
with the algorithms presented in this paper, but there would be an added benefit derived from the
numerical stability of the method.
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